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“Proud to be building a greener 
society” 

For over 40 years, Ecology Building Society has been at the forefront of building a 
greener society, one that can play its part in meeting the challenges faced by climate 
change and the destruction of the environment. Long before the current and long 
overdue acceleration of public and private focus on this area, Ecology has sought to be 
a progressive force for positive environmental change by providing finance for 
properties and building projects that truly respect the environment and support 
sustainable communities. By providing a range of straightforward, transparent savings 
products, we enable the ethical saver, who cares about the environmental future we 
leave to our children, to be a part of a community that is funding the creation of a 
greener society in the UK.  
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What makes us different 
Not all financial institutions are the same. We are a member focussed organisation 
dedicated to improving the environment and society by enabling sustainable building 
and communities. We are profitable but not just focused on profit. Instead, we prioritise 
the measure of our performance on our mission and our impact towards making sure 
that we deliver a triple bottom line. We resist greenwashing, avoiding projects that are 
environmentally sustainable in name only or that are pursued to give the illusion of 
commitment. All the projects we fund, are assessed against rigorous standards – built 
from a hardwired and true commitment to sustainability. 

Our mission matters. The majority of the UK's 16 million houses waste energy on a 
massive scale – contributing up to 20% of the UK’s carbon footprint. We know that 
properties can be built, converted, renovated, or improved with respect for the 
environment, and with comfort and affordability in mind, which has never been more 
important than in a cost-of-living crisis.  

Ecology Building Society can address this challenge by providing mortgages for energy 
efficiency and other environmental improvements for individuals, charities and 
sustainable businesses as well as supporting affordable and community-led housing.  

As a mutual, we are privileged to be a community of members with the conviction to 
play their part in addressing the current climate and ecological emergency – a 
community that continues to grow and thrive. 

 “For the person taking up the role as Ecology’s CFO, this will be an incredibly exciting time. 
We have a clear framework for our delivery, and we are at the start of improving our 
capability, aligned to the different strategic choices which lay ahead. For me that gives the 
right person significant ability to input into the future of a trusted and respected brand, 
which makes a difference to members and the environment. We are moving forward to a real 
special stage, I hope people are talking about it in 40 years’ time.” – Gareth Griffiths, CEO, 
Ecology Building Society  
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Building a greener society 
We're working towards building a greener society through: 

Sustainable mortgages  
Our mortgages support and promote building practices that respect the environment 
and sustainable, low impact communities. They are funded by our savers – not by the 
wholesale money markets – and they aim to incentivise carbon lifestyles through our 
innovative approach to mortgage pricing known as the C-Change discount.This year we 
have partnered with leading modular manufacturers to launch a new 
mortgage.This is a UK first in the mortgage market and will help our members to 
create their own energy-efficient off-site build. 

Ethical savings 
We only use our members' savings to support our mortgage lending on properties and 
projects that respect the environment. Ethical saving is also about treating all our 
saving members fairly, regardless of the size of their investment or how long they've 
saved with us. It's about making sure that we operate our business in a way that 
matches our values. 

Affordable housing 
We support local economies and communities by funding a range of solutions to deliver 
affordable homes, including shared ownership, co-operatives and community-led 
housing projects, which offer a low impact approach to sustainable living, particularly 
in rural areas. Making affordable homes more energy efficient helps tackle fuel poverty, 
as well as the carbon emissions produced by our housing stock. 

Mutual values 
Our mutual model means that we can be completely focused on our mission rather 
than just generating profits for shareholders, and members have a say in how we're 
run. 

Our impact 
Our impact isn't just about the profit we make – it's about the difference we make to 
the environment and to communities across the UK. 

Since 1981 we've lent to over 3,500 projects, supporting individuals, charities, 
environmental businesses, and community-led housing organisations to realise their 
sustainable living ambitions. In 2022 we lent £69.58m across 340 sustainable projects 
and properties.  
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Our progress in 2021 
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Our finances and operations 
With an asset base of £256.3m (2021), mortgage asset growth of 22.30% and savings of 
over £239.5m, Ecology has continued a trajectory of healthy growth despite the 
backdrop of the pandemic and wider economic instability in the UK. Our growth 
continued during 2022 with full audited figures year end figures due for publication in 
March.

We have always been profitable and arrears levels remain low with only modest 
provisioning required. In 2019 we issued £3m of core capital deferred shares, 
enhancing our capital strength while preserving our precious mutual status.  

Despite the challenges of the pandemic, we have grown at both executive and other 
levels through the past 12 months to 55 staff. Our head office is at Silsden in Yorkshire 
although we operate to agile and flexible working arrangements. We continue to 
invest in our systems, which include significant plans around our digital strategy. 

Our 2030 Strategy 
As a mission-led organisation, Ecology exists to create positive benefits for people and 
the environment, supporting ecological homes and sustainable communities through
the flow of ethical finance between savers and borrowers. 
A pivotal decade of change 

We are proud of what we have collectively achieved, but given the pivotal decade we are in, 
there is always more that we can do. When Ecology was created, our founders were 
motivated by concerns over environmental degradation and consumerism. Forty years on, 
climate change, ecological collapse, deepening social inequalities and a global pandemic are 
now the defining, interconnected issues of our time. It has never been more relevant for 
Ecology to be a progressive force for change. 

Our 2030 Strategy starts from the premise that tremendous economic, societal and policy 
change is needed by 2030, for our planet to remain safe and liveable. It is our role to 
empower our people to make change happen. 
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Shaping our strategy together 

Ecology is powered by our members. We’ve worked collaboratively with members, 
colleagues, the board and key partners to develop our strategy. We particularly wish to 
thank Ecology members for sharing their valuable and diverse insights and ideas, and for 
pushing us to be ambitious and innovative. We’re really delighted that over 750 members 
took part in our member consultation to help shape our strategy. 

Please find a link to our 2030 Strategy here: https://www.ecology.co.uk/2030-strategy/ 

https://www.ecology.co.uk/2030-strategy/
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Our own environmental impact 
We aim to maximise the positive environmental impact of our business. While our 
greatest impact will be from our lending - supporting and promoting building practices 
that respect the environment and sustainable, low impact communities, we’re also 
working to reduce the direct environmental impact of our operations. 
 
Every year we conduct an environmental audit and review our environmental policy. 
Our team regularly undergoes environmental training, and we seek to reduce energy 
consumption, water usage and waste generation in our day-to-day running. All our 
electricity is sourced from renewables, and we have offset our carbon emissions since 
we began in 1981. 
 
Our eco-build offices were designed to have an airtight structure, high levels of 
insulation and low energy requirements. Photovoltaic panels generate electricity from 
the sun, windows are double glazed, filled with argon to improve heat retention in 
winter, and have a reflective film applied to prevent overheating in summer. A heat 
exchanger and high efficiency condensing boiler is also used to assist our renewable 
technologies in maintain a comfortable temperature.  
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The role  
PURPOSE OF POST 

We are looking to appoint an ambitious strategic and operationally minded 
individual who is motivated by Ecology’s overall mission and vision.  

Ecology seeks to attract an exceptional business leader who will bring sound technical 
expertise and commercial ability, as well as creativity and values driven leadership. The 
next CFO of Ecology will participate at board level in the formation and delivery of the 
Society’s strategic objectives. They will be a major contributor to the identification, 
assessment and management of the Society’s risks and ensure the sound financial 
management of the Society. As a key member of the senior leadership team, they will 
participate in the management and development of commercial activity (product 
development, pricing) and support the CEO in the positive and constructive relationship 
with its regulators.  

As a member of the senior leadership team, this person will have overall responsibility 
for the finance function for Ecology, and will lead a small, high-calibre team of finance 
professionals. An outstanding relationship builder and influencer at senior levels 
internally and externally, they will be a strong, well-respected member of the wider 
senior leadership team and board.  
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Person specification 
 

The successful candidate will bring all or most of the following criteria: 

EXPERIENCE 

Candidates will bring demonstrable experience of: 

• Leading a highly effective Finance function in an organisation of comparable 
scale and complexity. 

• Creating a culture to support high performing teams in a complex, dynamic and 
challenging environment at a strategic level and managing the related 
reputational risks. 

• Developing and implementing Finance strategies and Finance operating plans 
that support the organisational strategy, mission and enable the wider 
organisation to deliver its strategic priorities. 

• Financial management and planning, budgeting and forecasting, management 
reporting, statutory reporting and compliance and regulation in a complex 
organisation. 

• Evaluating commercial opportunities. 

Technical  

• Working knowledge and deep understanding of how the key regulatory 
documents, i.e. ICAAP, ILAAP and RRP and key financial metrics and indicators.  

• Highly proficient in Financial Risk Management Techniques, including application 
of Treasury Management in order to mitigate the IRRBB risk. 

• Strong understanding of credit risk. 

• Strong understanding of marketplace pricing and knowledge of pricing elasticity. 

• Ability to interpret complex financial / economic data and overlay this to the 
Society’s balance sheet and P&L. 

Leadership 

• Competent coach and performance manager with a proven track record of 
managing a team’s performance. 
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• An understanding of the environmental impacts of the Ecological emergency we 
face, and how this translates into impact led products etc. 

• Exceptional and engaging leadership ability, with a clear, strategic mind-set and 
vision, with excellent communication skills.  

• The appetite to continually seek and act on personal feedback, taking 
opportunities to improve as a Finance professional and business leader.  

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 

They will also have: 

• A strong background in strategic planning cycles, someone who is able to hold 
the pen on the Society’s strategy and control the various inputs, ensuring that 
there is a planning cycle which accurately ensures that the business reacts to 
market events and positioning.  

• Extensive knowledge of the suite of Regulatory Reporting, and can interpret MI 
to indicate regulatory issues. 

• Worked in a role which has had exposure to the PRA with positive feedback 
(from the PRA). 

• Been responsible for large parts of a budget to which others have been 
accountable. 

• Strong collaborative, interpersonal and negotiating abilities, high degree of 
political acumen, being able to ‘hold your own’ in senior-level interactions, whilst 
providing the right level of constructive challenge.  

• An attention to detail with pragmatic approach.  

• Confident decision-making ability, able to be effective and decisive in tough 
situations with highly complex options analysis; a resilient individual. 

• Highly developed relationship building skills across a wide range of senior and 
board level stakeholders with the ability to maintain Ecology’s values at times of 
great pressure. 

• Highly developed analytical and judgement skills, with the ability to analyse 
diverse sets of information and appraise options, leading to strong Finance 
solutions across the organisation. 
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• Worked in a Regulated Financial Services role previously. They may well be a 
Head of Finance or a Financial Controller in another organisation. 

• Can immediately work as a Board Director and deputise for the CEO when 
required.  

• Understands in good details the Regulatory Frameworks applicable to Ecology. 

QUALIFICATIONS 

• Educated to degree level or equivalent experience and a qualified accountant 
(CIMA/ACCA/ACA). 

• Likely to have c. 10 years post qualification experience. 
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Our values  
Fairness We believe in treating everyone individually and with equal respect. We 

care about our members as people, not as profit centres; we respect our wider eco 
system and we believe in fairness for future generations. 

 

Openness We believe in openness about our work. This goes beyond passive 

transparency to ongoing, active efforts to make people aware of how our business 
works. Openness is two-way; we seek and listen to our members’ opinions and wider 
ideas and challenges. 

 

Responsibility Our members trust us to use their money in line with our mission 

and we take that responsibility very seriously: we do what we say we will. We manage 
the business sustainably to ensure we can make a long-term impact. We are pragmatic 
in our work but will not compromise on our core values. 

 

Co-operation We believe that a sustainable future can only be achieved by 

working together. We represent our members as a community of shared interest, we 
are committed to participatory decision-making and balancing the needs of different 
people, and we are receptive to the knowledge and opinions of others. 

 

Activism We believe in informing and empowering people to become advocates for 

change in the financial system. We believe that everyone has a part to play in creating a 
democratic financial system, and we have a responsibility to spread understanding and 
dialogue about how that system works, between and beyond our members. 
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Terms of appointment 
 

Salary will reflect the seniority of the role and will depend on skills and experience. 
Reporting to: Chief Executive Officer  
Direct reports: Financial Controller, Financial Accountant, FP&A Manager.   
SMF: SM2 (Chief Finance Function), SMF3 (Executive Director Function).  
Committees: Board Director, Chair of ALCO 
Location: Silsden, West Yorkshire at the Society’s eco-build offices, with hybrid working. 
There will be some travel to industry events required within the UK.  
 
 
 

How to apply 
 

Saxton Bampfylde Ltd is acting as an employment agency advisor to Ecology Building 
Society on this appointment. 
 
Candidates should apply for this role through our website at 
www.saxbam.com/appointments using code CBFKA2 
 
Click on the ‘apply’ button and follow the instructions to upload a CV and cover letter 
and complete the online equal opportunities monitoring* form. 
 
The closing date for applications is noon on Wednesday 15th February 2023.  
 
* The equal opportunities monitoring online form will not be shared with anyone 
involved in assessing your application. Please complete as part of the application 
process. 
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LONDON 
9 Savoy Street 
London WC2E 7EG 
 
EDINBURGH 
46 Melville Street 
Edinburgh EH3 7HF 
 
saxbam.com 
 
Partners in Panorama - Search around the world 
panoramasearch.com  
 




